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Aloha no,

My testimony is about Greg Chun’s appointment as Executive Director of Maunakea Stewardship.

What is in the job description for this position? I asked some UH Hilo people high up in the ranks and none of them knew.
Two of them didn’t know this appointment was taking place. Where is the transparency?

Is Greg Chun replacing Stephanie Nagata because stewardship of our mauna was part of her responsibility. Was it not?
Most people I talked to at UH Hilo did not know the difference between what Stephanie would manage and what Greg
would steward. Is there a difference between management and stewardship? We need to know because it would be
appropriate for a replacement but not a second person. Because that means Stephanie gets away with not doing what
she was tasked to do and we give the work to someone else. This is a waste of tax payer and tuition money. Where is the
accountability?

Greg Chun will earn $155,040. Stephanie was earning $142,404. That is $300,000 to take care of our mauna. I know a lot
of qualified people who would do it for less and give that money back to our keiki.

What explains the difference in pay earnings for Greg and Stephanie? Will he supervise people like Stephanie does? Will
he have mandated meeting and reporting like Stephanie? Will Greg be reporting directly on our mauna? Who can contact
Greg? Faculty, staff, students, community? Where will his office be? Will UH Hilo be sharing this information?

My cousin told me UH Hilo wanted a leadership position for Hawaiian Affairs. They were told no. They are not happy with
this appointment because the administration lied to them. No more positions but this happened. Where is the honesty?
Where is the truth? Where is the compassion and understanding for our people?

UH please be more responsible. I oppose this appointment because this is not the right way to malama our mauna. Be
transparent and honest first. 

Mahalo,
Tammy Kaulukukui
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